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The effectiveness of Alcoholics Anonymous in treating alcoholism is a subject of ongoing interdisciplinary
research and debate in a multitude of academic and non-academic contexts.. The Surgeon General of the
United States 2016 Report on Alcohol, Drugs, and Health states "Well-supported scientific evidence
demonstrates the effectiveness of twelve-step mutual aid groups focused on alcohol and ...
Effectiveness of Alcoholics Anonymous - Wikipedia
NOTE: This was originally supposed to be a guest post for Kris Gunnars' Authority Nutrition website, but in
true Denise Minger fashion, the word count got out of control and we decided to dock it here instead. Voila!
Just pretend you're reading this on a blog far, far away, and that, for once in my life,â€¦
Proteinaholic: Is it Time to Sober Up From Animal Foods
Dr Kelvin Kemm is the CEO of Nuclear Africa, a nuclear project management company based in Pretoria,
South Africa. He is a member of the International Board of Advisors of CFACT.
Physicist: There was no Fukushima nuclear disaster - cfact.org
In this case, what you see is the result of â€œgoing viralâ€• optimization process and it hardly matters what
the original author meant. You might say that the author is tumblr, not the person on the byline.
Lies, Damned Lies, And Social Media (Part 5 of âˆž) | Slate
Reevaluating the 12-Step Model Legacy By Kerianne Johnstin Guth, MSW Social Work Today Vol. 18 No. 1
P. 20. While the 12 Steps have helped millions of people with substance use disorders, a social worker
addictions specialist reexamines the common peer support model and finds some limitations.
Reevaluating the 12-Step Model Legacy - Social Work Today
Is it that time of year again already?Time for the antis to trot out some ginned up stats about which to
hyperventilate and â€˜view with alarmâ€™? Our pal Josh Sugarmann of the Violence Policy Center has
provided the â€œstudyâ€•, one he hopes people will gloss over without really looking too
closely.Unfortunately for Josh, debunking the panty-soiling hysteria of antis is pretty much what we do
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â€œAs we conquer peak after peak we see in front of us regions full of interest and beauty, but we do not
see our goal, we do not see the horizon; in the distance tower still higher peaks, which will yield to those who
ascend them still wider prospects, and deepen the feeling, the truth of which is emphasized by every advance
in science, that â€˜Great are the Works of the Lordâ€™.â€•
Quotes about God...if you think science leads to atheism.
Support New America â€” We are dedicated to renewing America by continuing the quest to realize our
nation's highest ideals, honestly confronting the challenges caused by rapid technological and social change,
and seizing the opportunities those changes create.
New America
The Media War On Truthful Reporting And Legitimate Opinions - A Documentary Early in life I have noticed
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that no event is ever correctly reported in a newspaper, but in Spain, for the first time, I saw newspaper
reports which did not bear any relation to the facts, not even the relationship which is implied in an ordinary
lie.
MoA - The Media War On Truthful Reporting And Legitimate
689 Responses to â€œD-Wave: Truth finally starts to emergeâ€• Dave Bacon Says: Comment #1 May 16th,
2013 at 1:06 pm. Wow, ripping out the red ink. Thatâ€™s like, almost CAPS LOCK.
D-Wave: Truth finally starts to emerge - Scott Aaronson
1. Psychological Egoism. All forms of egoism require explication of â€œself-interestâ€• (or â€œwelfareâ€• or
â€œwell-beingâ€•). There are two main theories.
Egoism (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
Help us improve our Author Pages by updating your bibliography and submitting a new or current image and
biography.
Similar authors to follow - amazon.com
Shadows of the Beast: Jacob Prasch â€“ Twisting Scripture the Midrash Way. So I bought the book,
â€œShadows of the Beastâ€• by Jacob Prasch and didnâ€™t really make it past the Prologue. I was kinda
horrified at a number of things.
Jacob Prasch - Twisting Scripture the Midrash Way
Anarcho-primitivism is an anarchist critique of the origins and progress of civilization.According to
anarcho-primitivism, the shift from hunter-gatherer to agricultural subsistence gave rise to social stratification,
coercion, alienation, and overpopulation.Anarcho-primitivists advocate a return of non-"civilized" ways of life
through deindustrialization, abolition of the division of labor or ...
Anarcho-primitivism - Wikipedia
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before americans take back america, they should know who to take it back from.
THE "Holocaust"LIES - 9/11 Truth
After being taken down twice by Blogger within a single week, we got the message: Itâ€™s Time To Go.
Gates of Vienna has moved to a new address:
Gates of Vienna
[Editor's Note: This article is going to have to be an ongoing, work-in-progress, as it takes a lot of time to
research, review, and rebut the "tsunami' of BS and disinformation assembled by a growing phalanx of
Fukushima radiation fear promoters.
Fukushima Radiation Fear Mongering: An Orchestrated Scare
CCG says the end is not nigh. Free, courteous discussion of the evidence of global warming, its causes,
ramifications and policy responses.
CCG | The end is not nigh.
Published since 1884 by the Society for the Study of Addiction. Editor-in-Chief, Robert West
Addiction Journal - New Books on Addiction
This Bell Curve is, in fact, quite thoroughly debunked. Whoa whoa whoa. If a few claims out of a set of claims
are incorrect, then it makes sense to say â€œThe Bell Curve contains known incorrect arguments: X, Y, and
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Z.â€•
Debunked And Well-Refuted | Slate Star Codex
The Divorce of Lesley and Barnabas Piper as Presented by Barnabas, Son of John Piper [Updated on
1/28/17]
The Divorce of Lesley and Barnabas Piper as Presented by
Subterranean Press is widely considered to be among the finest specialty publishers in the horror, suspense,
fantasy and dark mystery genres.
Subterranean Press News
We begin America Unearthed S01E03 â€œGreat Lakes Copper Heistâ€• with a recreation of some
woodsmen felling a tree in Michigan in 1896, filmed in dramatic â€œold-timeyâ€• sepia tone.(Actually, I think
it was tinted in post-production from full-color digital video.) The men look at a rock covered in symbols, and
we smash-cut to the opening credits.
Review of America Unearthed S01E03: "Great Lakes Copper
The trampoline offshoot blends the countercultural aspect of skateboarding with the raw daring of parkour
and freestyle snowboarding, all of it fueled by social media.
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